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Mobile phones have come a long way back when these are used for distant communication. The
present day cell devices are available with innumerable high-end features to cater to the
requirements of all types of consumers. If you go through latest cell phone review, you can easily
determine which phones serve your purposes the best. All the leading mobile phone manufacturers
are coming with latest handsets in the market day-by-day. Almost all prominent brands give special
emphasis on the unique features of their handsets to attract a large number of buyers from different
parts of the globe.

One of the latest phones from Samsung is the Samsung Galaxy Tab gadgets. The Samsung Galaxy
Tabs are known to be facilitated with more advanced features than the Apple iPad 2. These new
gadgets are slim, light in weight and sturdily designed. In addition, these phones enable more
portability in playing games as well as watching movies with its spacious 10 inch screen. As these
phones are little bit smaller in size, these phones are highly suitable for reading books, browsing the
web and checking email. These phones are ideal for the new generation mobile users, who are
quite tech-savvy. Samsung Galaxy Tab phones are powered by Android 3.2 Honeycomb, which is
an advanced operating system designed specifically for tablets. You can find a 2MP front camera
for low-resolutions video chats and a 3MP rear camera for capturing photos. Besides, common
applications and tools like Bluetooth, HSPA internet and Wi-Fi connections on board are available
on these handsets. Samsung Galaxy Tab phones are light in weight and classy in terms of design
and appearance.

Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 has a 7000mAh battery, which helps the phone to perform for nearly 10
hours. Besides, the battery is also very small in size and is known to be quite long lasting. According
to latest mobile phones reviews, Galaxy Tab phones are equally effective in performing both official
and entertainment purposes. Although these phones are comparatively expensive, it can be said
that the price of these phones is quite justified on the basis of their latest applications, design, style
and performance. Moreover, new Galaxy Tab phones are also appreciated for their bright clear
screen, good bundled apps and fast processor. The phone lacks an USB port to add files using a
flash drive or connecting a keyboard. However, there is extra portability on these phones because
these are very thin and light in comparison to more computer-like tablets. Having an external
memory of 16/32 GB storage and 1GB RAM, the Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 10.1 P5100 is capable of
storing various data and other important files. Announced on February, 2012, these phones are yet
to be released in India. Common applications such as YouTube, Calendar, Google Talk and Picasa
integration are also available on these handsets. Standards messaging options like SMS (threaded
view), MMS, Email, Push Email and IM have been installed on these Galaxy Tab gadgets. It is
expected that the Galaxy Tab handset will do excellent business in India also.   
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